Abstract. We give a sufficient arithmetical condition for the ideal class group of an imaginary quadratic field to be cyclic by using Ono's number.
Introduction
Let rn < -5 be a squarefree integer. Put K = Q(\fm). Euler observed that the polynomial x2 -I-x + 41 is a prime for all integer x, 0 < x < 39, and Gauss showed that Q(\f-162>) = Q(y/l -4(41)) has a class number one. Put / = (1 -7«)/4 if rn = 1 (mod 4) or = -m otherwise, and define Pk(x) = x2 + x + f if 777 = 1 (mod 4) or = x2 + fi otherwise. Then the FrobeniusRavinovitch theorem says that Pk(x) is prime for 0 < x < fi -2 if and only if the class number hx of K is one.
Sasaki generalized this in the following way. If 77 = q\' • • • qeg* is the canonical factorization of 77 into prime powers, write L(n) = ex -\-h eg and define LK = maxL(PK(n)):0< n<fi-2.
Sasaki [7] proved that Lk < hie and that Lk = 2 if and only if hx -2; the latter result is also implicit in a paper by Carlitz [2] . Lk is known as Ono's number.
The aim of this paper is to prove the following generalization of Sasaki's result:
Theorem. Let K = Q(\fm) be an imaginary quadratic field with class number hx > 3. Write hx -hxh2, where hx = Ylp\\hKP (*-e-> me squarefree part of hk). Suppose that 1 ^ 7?2 and put qo = min{q; rational prime and q\h2}. If Lk > Qo + hK/qo, then the ideal class group Hk of K is cyclic.
CZOGALA FILTRATION
For the preliminaries of our proof, let us recall the results of Czogala [3] . MAKOTOISH1BASHI Definition 1. Let V be the family of all algebraic number fields. Take F e V .
For a fixed natural number n >2, consider the property if #2^2 = bx---bk for irreducible elements ax, 02, bx, ... , bk (*)n (for some k > 2) in 0F (the ring of integers in F), then k <n.
Write Vn = {F £V; F has the property (*)"}.
Lemma 1. Let (a) = Px ■ ■ ■ P" be the decomposition into prime ideals (Px, ... , P" are not necessarily distinct, a £ Op). Suppose that P, belongs to an ideal class Xj £ Hp (1 < /' < 77) and x0 denotes the principal class of Hf. Then a is an irreducible in Op if and only if xix ■ ■ ■ x,m ^ xo for every proper subset {i'i,..., im} of {!,..., n).
Lemma 2. Suppose that the principal ideal (a) is expressed by the product of at most n (> 2) prime ideals for every irreducible element a £ Op. Then it is true that F £ Vn . Conversely, if F £ V" then the order of each class x £ HF is at most n.
Lemma 3. If F £ V" then n + 1 < hf .
Proof. By Lemma 2, there exists an irreducible element a £ Op such that (a) = Px ■Pn+XA for some prime ideals Px, ... , Pn+X and for some ideal A in 0F . Then it follows that Px, PXP2, PxP2Pi, ... , Px, ... , P"+\ belong to distinct ideal classes because of Lemma 1. Therefore we have 77 -1-1 < hF. Q.E.D.
Proposition 1. 7-br every algebraic number field F £ y2i it is true that nF <hF , where nF = min{77 >2;F£ Vn} > 3 .
Proof. As a consequence of Lemma 3, it follows that
Thus 77/7 is well defined and F £ V"F_X . Hence we have nF <hF . Q.E.D.
Davenport's constant
Let us recall two definitions of Davenport's constant for a finite abelian (additive) group 77 with order #(77). Define w(77) as the minimal natural number u such that for any u elements gx, ... , gu (they need not be distinct) in 77 there exists a nonempty proper subset {ii, ... , im} of {1, ... , u} with vanishing sum (i.e., g(| + ••• + gtm =0). Define a(H) as the maximal length of a sequence {gx, ... , ga} of elements (not necessarily distinct) in 77 such that gi H-1-ga = 0 that contains no nonempty proper subsequence with vanishing sum. Then one can easily see that «(77) = a(77) < #(77). Especially, for every cyclic group C" with order 77, we have u(Cn) = a(C") = n . Proof. Assume that 77^ = (x) is cyclic. Generally, it is known that there exists an unramified prime ideal P £ x with degree one (i.e., NK/qP = />') and p < i/lrftfl/3 < / -1 (where dK is the discriminant of K). We may write PHk = (a), where a is an irreducible element in Ok . Note that p is an irreducible element in Ok . (In fact, if p -bxb2 is nonunits decomposition, then it follows that p2 = NK/Q(p) = NK/Q(bx)NK/Q(b2). Hence p = NK/Q(bx), bx = x+wy and p > fi-1 . This is a contradiction.) Since aa' = NK/Q(a) = phli and K £ V"K , we have hK < nK ■ By Proposition 1, it follows that hKnK ■ Conversely, assume that hK = nK and that 77^ is not cyclic. Q.E.D.
Numerical examples
Since our sufficient condition is not available for Lk smaller than \fh~K , we have only 'limited' applications. However there are some examples for application of our theorem as follows.
In Table 1 , the group 77*-is cyclic by our theorem. For example, let m --199; then / = (l-m)/4 = 50. For the polynomial PK(x) = x2+x + 50 (0 < x < 50 -2), we have PK(2l) = 512 = 29. Hence 9 < LK (K = Q(y/^199)).
On the other hand, it is known that Lk < hK = 9 . Therefore Lk = //^ = 9. In Tables 2 and 3 , we have LK > 3 + 9/3 = 6, 5+25/5=10 , 7 + 49/7 =14, respectively. Hence 77a: is cyclic by our theorem.
In Tables 4 and 5 , we have LK > 3 + 18/3 = 9,3 + 27/3 = 12, respectively.
Hence the ideal class group 77a: of K = Q(y/m) is cyclic by our theorem.
Remark. Tables 1-5 were extracted from the unpublished numerical tables on imaginary quadratic number fields K = Q(yfm) (-8187 < m < 0) by H. Wada (1985) .
